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Contemporary Research in Science and Technology accepts the original work conducted in the author's Laboratory and assumes the contents of the manuscript have not be published or submitted to any other journal for publication. All the papers submitted for publication should be emailed along with the ‘turnitin’ plagiarism report indicating similarity index upto the Higher Education Commission’s (HEC) permissible limits.

Manuscripts Organization:

- **Title of the manuscript:** Bold. Times New Roman, Caps only proper noun. Left of the page and Font 14. Avoid Abbreviations and Numbers
- **Authors:** full names of authors Times New Roman, Not Bold. Left of the page and Font 12 with complete postal and e-mail addresses.
- **Corresponding author’s Name:** Foot note on left side of first page. Times New Roman, Not Bold and Font 10. Give email and Institutional mailing address, Phone numbers and e-mail address.
- **Abstract:** Times New Roman, Not Bold. Centre of the page and Font 12. Single paragraph. Wordlimit: 250-300 words
- **Keywords** (maximum 6)

The manuscript text should include the following sections in the given order:
Summary, Keywords, Introduction, Experimental, Results and Discussion, Conclusion/ Acknowledgements (financial and technical support as well as conflict of interest) and References, Tables and Figures (each on separate sheet). Figures and Tables must not be embed in the main text of the manuscript and provided as separate file. Authors should only use abbreviations sparingly and
should always define an abbreviation when first used by placing it in parenthesis after the full term.

**Headings:** Times New Roman, Bold, Initials Caps, Non Italics. Left of the page and Font 12


**Table:** Running Text (Table 1) or Table (1), Table title: Table (1), Times New Roman, Bold, Initials Caps, Non Italics. Left of the page and Font 12, Margins: 2.5 cm (all four sides).

**Figure:** Running Text (Figure 1) or Figure (1)

Figure title: Figure (1). Times New Roman, Bold, Initials Caps, Non Italics. Left of the page and Font 12. The metric system for all measurements should be expressed in lower case without a period.

**Acknowledgement:** Times New Roman and Font 10.

**Funding:**

i. xxx (Agency name and grant number) xxx (Agency name and grant number)

ii. xxx (Agency name and grant number)

iii. xxx (Agency name and grant number)

**References guideline:** APA 6th. Endnote or other related software.

**Reviewing for publications**

All papers submitted for publication in CRST will be subjected to editorial scrutiny. Every effort will be made to assess the papers quickly and the decision conveyed to the authors normally within 4 to 5 weeks of the receipt of manuscript. Galley Proofs of papers will be sent to the corresponding authors soon after acceptance.

**Copyright**

By submitting a manuscript the authors agree that the copyright of their article is transferred to the publishers if and when the article is accepted for publication. Plagiarism is strictly forbidden.

**Proofs**

Authors are sent page proofs which should be checked immediately for typographical errors and returned within 48 hours to avoid delays in publication. Major changes are not acceptable at the proof stage.

*There is no publishing fee for the CRST.*